Open Source Intelligence and Investigation Course

Including a Level 3 Certificate in Internet Research and Investigation

The effective and legal use of internet based resources for research and investigation is becomingly increasingly important to operational success across all sectors. Internet and social media usage is revolutionising the way in which we think about gathering information, produce intelligence and generate leads for evidence collection. This qualification enables learners to both understand and apply processes to maximise the efficient and effective use of a range of freely available internet based resources. This is the UKs first OFQUAL recognised qualification within this discipline and sets a nationally recognised standard for internet research and investigation.
Who is the qualification suitable for?

This qualification in internet research and investigation is suitable for anyone working within a research or investigative role, who primarily uses the internet and world-wide web as their primary source of information. Any sector whose primary source of information is gained from the world-wide web would gain huge benefit from this course and associated qualification, such as:

- Military
- Law Enforcement
- Insurance
- Fraud
- Marketing
- Research and Development
- Finance

What will this qualification give me?

- An underpinning understanding of how the wider internet functions and can be effectively exploited for research and investigative purposes.
- Knowledge of non-conventional search engines and techniques to improve efficiency and data ranges.
- The ability to exploit a wide range of information, to include social media, online images and geo-locational information.
- Confidence to work within the boundaries of current legislation and guidelines.
- The ability to reduce digital footprint and conduct internet research and investigation in a safe and professional manner.
- A UK approved, OFQUAL regulated qualification as proof of your knowledge and skill set.

Delivery Model

The programme will include the OFQUAL approved qualification - ProQual Level 3 Certificate in Internet Research and Investigation (601/8071/7)

Each course will focus on areas that better suit the client, however fundamental knowledge and practical elements will need to be completed to ensure qualification standards are met.

Cohort size: 12-20 delivered upon the organisation’s site.

Delivery of the Internet Research and Investigation Qualification is over three days. Knowledge delivery and learner led practical application is included throughout the training period. A combination of facilitated practical exercises during the three day workshop and completion of three short online question papers post workshop will allow for achievement of the qualification.

Content

This programme equips analysts, investigators and internet users with comprehensive knowledge and research skills that can be employed when using online resources throughout a range of activities across multiple sectors.